Intracellular organelles are subject to a steady flux of lipids and proteins through active, energy consuming transport processes. Active fission and fusion are promoted by GTPases, e.g., Arf-Coatamer and the Rab-Snare complexes, which both sense and generate local membrane curvature. Here we investigate through Dynamical Triangulation Monte Carlo simulations, the role that these active processes play in determining the morphology and compositional segregation in closed membranes. Our results suggest that the ramified morphologies of organelles observed in-vivo are a consequence of driven nonequilibrium processes rather than equilibrium forces. * ramn@seas.upenn.edu † ipsen@memphys.sdu.dk ‡ madan@ncbs.res.in § sunil@physics.iitm. While there is a rather detailed knowledge of the molecular processes involved in membrane remodeling, our understanding of the underlying physical principles is still quite rudimentary [4] .
A characteristic feature of eukaryotic cells is the variety of membrane bound organelles, distinguished by their unique morphology and chemical composition. These internal organelles emerge in the backdrop of a steady flux of material (lipids/proteins) carried by membrane bound vesicles which fuse into and fission off from them. A central issue in cell biology is to explain the morphology and chemical composition of organelles as a consequence of the molecular processes and physical forces involved in this transport [1] [2] [3] .
While there is a rather detailed knowledge of the molecular processes involved in membrane remodeling, our understanding of the underlying physical principles is still quite rudimentary [4] .
To arrive at these underlying principles, one approach is to construct theoretical models describing both the transport process and membrane morphology and to to have them contend with high resolution experiments on live cells. This might appear as a daunting task, if only because any 'realistic' model would contain a large number of undetermined parameters. On the other hand, as has been demonstrated in many theoretical studies [5] [6] [7] [8] , a useful strategy is to construct coarse-grained theoretical models, described by a few generic, agreed upon rules with minimal molecular detail.
An incontrovertible aspect of cellular organelles is that they are dynamic membranous structures, subject to and driven by a continuous flux of membrane bound material [9] .
Several studies have shown that the time scales of material flux via vesicle fission and fusion onto a compartment [10] are at least comparable to membrane relaxation times, which for a micron sized compartment is of the order of tens of seconds. Thus the large scale morphology of the membrane bound compartments must be influenced by active out-of-equilibrium processes of fission and fusion of material.
Furthermore, organelles are subject to the action of curvature sensing and curvature generating proteins which modulate local membrane shape -such proteins now include a variety of bar-domain proteins [11] , coat-proteins [12] and GTPases [13] [14] [15] and are found on most membrane bound organelles and the plasma membrane. In particular, proteins complexes such as Rabs-Snare and the Arf-Coatamer that promote fusion and fission, respectively [16] , shuttle between membrane bound/unbound states -the mechanochemistry of these bound complexes suggest that they respond to and drive changes in the local curvature of the membrane upon energy consumption [17] , see Fig. 1 for a schematic.
In general of course, vesicle fission-fusion involve changes in both local membrane curvature and membrane area [5, 18] . In this manuscript, for simplicity, we consider a perfectly balanced membrane where the rates of fission and fusion are the same -in this limit we ignore fluctuations of lipid number. We study of the morphological changes of a fluid vesicle induced by active curvature fluctuations arising from fission-fusion, using a Dynamic Triangulation Monte Carlo (DTMC) simulation. This ignores the effects of hydrodynamics and treats the membrane within a Rouse description. We display the steady state membrane shapes and a phase diagram as a function of activity rate and the extent of curvature generation per active event and show how membrane activity manifests as an effective pressure or tension. We conclude with a discussion on the significance of such activity driven membrane remodeling in describing the shape of intracellular membrane organelles in-vivo. 
I. MODEL
Since we are interested in the dynamics of shape changes over large spatial and temporal scales (size of organelle, 10 µm size of transport vesicle, 100 nm; membrane relaxation time scales, 1 − 10 s inverse rate of material flux), it is appropriate to use a coarsegrained description of the membrane dynamics. The membrane dynamics is then governed by elastic membrane stresses, viscous dissipative stresses and activity.
Elasticity of membranes :
The membrane organelle, treated as a closed elastic sheet, is assumed tensionless in the absence of any activity -the elastic stresses can be described by the Canham-Helfrich energy functional,
where ds is the membrane area element and s = (s 1 , s 2 ) are the membrane in-plane
coordinates. The local curvature is measured in terms of the local mean curvature H and Gaussian curvature K [19] . The associated bending moduli κ, κ G are material parameters and are taken to be uniform. The spontaneous curvature term H 0 is a measure of the preferred local mean curvature of the membrane and is of relevance only at the sites of activity. We will declare the form of this term later. In addition, there is an osmotic pressure difference ∆p which sets the scale of the mean enclosed volume at equilibrium.
In this manuscript we drop the dependence on K, since we consider surfaces with fixed spherical topology. To be able to describe the ramified, strongly non-axisymmetric shapes displayed by membrane organelles in-vivo, we resort to computer simulations, where the fluid membrane is represented as a triangulated surface, with N vertices, denoted by {R}, which are interconnected to form a triangulation map, {T }, consisting of T triangles and L links (Sec. S2 in S.I.). We use the discrete form of the energy functional Eq.1,
where A i is the area element associated with vertex i. This has proved to be a valuable tool to study non-axisymmetric, multicomponent and driven vesicles in a variety of contexts [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Active fission-fusion on membranes : The active events of fission and fusion are promoted by curvature generating vesicle-protein complexes represented by a scalar field φ at every site i which take values +1 or −1, depending on whether this complex is bound or not ( Fig. 1 ). When bound (φ i = 1), the complex induces a preferred local curvature at i, whereas when unbound (φ i = −1), the membrane reverts to being locally flat at i. This is modeled by assigning a local spontaneous curvature at i, given by [24] 
The binding/unbinding of these complexes could be cooperative, this could be accounted
for by an Ising-interaction,
where the sum over sites j ∈ Ω i , the set of all vertices connected to i. While in principle J ij can depend on the local curvature, for simplicity we take it to be homogeneous and equal to J. We consider the case where J ≥ 0, the equality holding for complexes that are independent and uncorrelated. On the other hand, J > 0 corresponds to complex cooperativity -as suggested by the existence of export sites [25, 26] in the secretory system. The total energy of the membrane is given by,
The (un)binding and consequent curvature generation are active processes and are incorporated in the Monte Carlo dynamics as additional moves in the semi grand ensemble.
We attempt to flip the field φ i → −φ i locally at a rate ± , the probability of acceptance is given by [27] ,
and,
where 
The in-plane dynamics, fluidity and out-of-plane shape dynamics are described by the time evolution of the triangulated mesh using Metropolis moves summarized in Fig. 2 and detailed in the Supplementary. This is augmented by the active Monte Carlo moves described by (5) and (6) . We define a Monte Carlo sweep (MCS) to be L attempts to flip links, N attempts to move vertices, N + attempts to exchange φ i with its neighbours and ± attempts to flip the value of φ at vertices. Unless stated otherwise, we use + = − = .
We fix N 0 + = 0.1N (10% of the particles are declared active) and vary , C 0 and J to explore the morphology of membranes. κ and J are in units of k B T , and C 0 is in units of a −1 0 , where a 0 is the typical size associated with the coarse grained vertices in the membrane, as discussed in SI.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Motivated by the trafficking dynamics in the secretory pathway [10] , we have chosen parameters to be in the strongly nonequilibrium regime where membrane relaxation times are longer than the timescale of activity. Our object is to provide a phase diagram of steady state shapes of the active vesicle; for comparison we display the catalogue of shapes exhibited by an equilibrium membrane at different values of C 0 and J (Fig. S4) .
We ensure that these correspond to steady state configurations by computing the time series of the elastic energy and cluster size distribution.
Effect of curvature-activity coupling, C 0 : Fig. 3a(i-iii) shows a sequence of steady state ( Fig. S5) shapes of the active vesicle going from quasi-spherical to tubule to flattened sac on increasing C 0 , at a fixed activity rate = 0.1N/M CS. These shapes are very distinct from the equilibrium vesicle shapes (Fig. S5) .
Effect of activity rate, : The steady state shapes of the active membrane are very sensitive to the rates of activity and go from tubular to flattened sacs to stomatocyte as the activity is increased (Fig. 3b) .
Effect of cooperativity, J:
The existence of co-operativity between the active species, J > 0, promotes the formation of clusters as shown in Fig. 4a , which in turn enhances the effects of activity and activity-curvature coupling consistent with earlier studies of membrane mediated aggregation of curvature inducers [28] . This coupling leads to the sequence of shapes depicted in Fig. 3c even for a small activity rate = 0.1. However, enhancing activity prevents the formation of larger clusters Fig. 4b, a result consistent with Ref. [17] . Thus, while for an equilibrium membrane, the critical transition to having large clusters occurs at J ∼ 1 (Fig. 4a) , no large scale clustering occurs at the steady states of an active membrane (with = 0.1) -indeed, though the average domain size increases with J, 70% of the active species are still monomeric (Fig. 4a) .
Cluster size distribution exhibits a dominantly exponential behaviour which is consistent with the low tension regime reported in [17] (Fig. S13 ). & S7). This shows that the same ramified or flattened shape can be achieved either by increasing the activity rate or by increasing the activity-curvature coupling of the protein complexes. These phase transitions are characterized by order parameters describing geometrical quantities and composition.
The geometrical order parameter is the volume or the ratio of the surface area-tovolume, since the surface area of the active vesicle remains roughly constant. The volume, scaled by the reference volume V 0 ≡ (4π/3) (A/4π) 3/2 , changes abruptly as the shape transforms from a quasi-spherical conformation to a tubule or disc, and smoothly goes to zero as the membrane transforms to a stomatocyte (Fig. 5) . This transition can also be observed for other geometrical measures constructed from the eigenvalues of the gyration tensor, like the asphericity and anisotropy (see Fig. S9 & S10).
This collapse transition is of purely non-equilibrium origin, its onset is advanced when increases and is absent for an equilibrium vesicle when = 0 (Fig. 5 ).
So far we have kept the osmotic pressure ∆p fixed, we now explore the shape changes on varying ∆p. The ∆p-V curves (Fig. S8) , show a data collapse when plotted against an activity renormalized osmotic pressure, ∆p−∆p R ( ) (Fig. 6 ). This indicates that activity generates a negative pressure that causes the shape changes and eventual collapse to the stomatocyte.
Significantly, the scaling curve (Fig. 6 ) coincides with the pressure-volume curve of an equilibrium vesicle with C 0 = 0; further the renormalized pressure ∆p R saturates beyond activity rate = 1N/MCS (Fig. 6(inset) ). This suggests that activity contributes to a negative tension [29] which leads to a negative Laplace pressure, resulting in the collapse transition. This would imply that the surface of the active vesicle should be highly folded or wrinkled, consistent with our simulations. Likewise, activity gives rise to a modulation of the local spontaneous curvature, which results in a tension and hence a renormalized osmotic pressure proportional to κC 2 0 , as verified in Fig. 6 (inset).
III. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that the active vesicle subject to non-equilibrium local curvature remodeling processes exhibits morphologies in striking similarity with those displayed by internal cellular organelles. This would suggest that the complex ramified shapes of cell organelles could be a result of non-equilibrium material transport into and out of its bounding membrane. This places nonequilbrium phenomena at the heart of organelle morphogenesis and appears to have some level of support [1, 30, 31] . This view is to be contrasted with the view that tubular and flat organelle morphologies are a result of purely equilibrium forces generated on the membrane by specialized curvature modifying proteins [32, 33] .
How does one experimentally test these seemingly contrasting views ? Fig. 7 demonstrates how the shape and composition of the active membrane relaxes to equilibrium when the activity is abruptly shut off. Starting from an initial tubular morphology of the active membrane, the shape changes rapidly to give rise to an inflated near-spherical equilibrium morphology. The elastic energy H el drops exponentially fast and that the curvature sensing/generating proteins cluster and coarsen, as indicated by a rapid decrease of N clus , to form tubular buds (as in [21] ). The dynamics of shape change is captured in the Supplementary Movies M1(J = 0) and M2 (J = 1). Experimental approaches, in which one monitors the dynamics of shape changes of Golgi compartments using high resolution live-cell imaging when the agencies of active fission and fusion are suddenly switched off, could help resolve these issues. It is possible however that both these mechanisms work together -that the specific curvature generating proteins have evolved as embellishments on this organizing non-equilibrium framework, leading to robustness, and efficiency. We hope the results obtained here will drive further experimental effort to arrive at a deeper understanding of the fundamental issues governing organelle morphogenesis.
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